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In recent years, the advancement of eXtended Reality (XR) technologies including
Virtual and Augmented reality (VR and AR respectively) has created new human-
computer interfaces that come increasingly closer to replicating natural human
movements, interactions, and experiences. In medicine, there is a need for tools
that accelerate learning and enhance the realism of training as medical procedures
and responsibilities become increasingly complex and time constraints are placed on
trainee work. XR and other novel simulation technologies are now being adapted for
medical education and are enabling further interactivity, immersion, and safety in
medical training. In this review, we investigate efforts to adopt XR into medical
education curriculums and simulation labs to help trainees enhance their
understanding of anatomy, practice empathetic communication, rehearse clinical
procedures, and refine surgical skills. Furthermore, we discuss the current state of
the field of XR technology and highlight the advantages of using virtual immersive
teaching tools considering the COVID-19 pandemic. Finally, we lay out a vision for the
next generation of medical simulation labs using XR devices summarizing the best
practices from our and others’ experiences.

Keywords: virtual reality, extended reality, medical education, simulation, 3D, learning, surgical training, medical
school

INTRODUCTION

As technology advances it is inevitably adapted to fulfill unmet needs in new applications. This
phenomenon is currently underway in medical education as eXtended Reality (XR) technology has
been increasingly adopted over the past decade to address shortcomings in the field (Hauze et al.,
2019; Zweifach and Triola, 2019). XR describes a continuum of immersive computing experiences
that includes both Augmented Reality (AR) and Virtual Reality (VR). In AR, the user can still view
the real world, but reality is now augmented with overlayed virtual elements (objects, content, and
information). VR creates 3-dimensional (3D) virtual elements in entirely virtual environments (VEs)
and the user (typically) cannot view or directly interact with the real world. There are a variety of
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experiences that span the gap between AR and VR and
incorporate elements of both along the XR continuum (Figure 1).

In this reviewwe delve into howmedical education programs are
now adopting advanced simulation and XR technologies to help
trainees enhance their understanding of anatomy, practice
empathetic communication, rehearse clinical procedures, and
refine surgical skills. In each of these fields of medical training,
XR and advanced simulation technologies provide solutions to
shortcomings in conventional education. Traditional instruction
in anatomy, empathetic communication, andmedical procedures or
surgery relied on educational tools such as cadavers, patient actors,
and regular clinical exposure, respectively. As will be discussed later,
these educational tools are often costly, hard to procure, or unsafe to
use as the only source of practice to master these complex medical
concepts. There are many benefits to using XR technologies in
medical education. These include deepening understanding of
complex 3D structures, and improving active learning, memory
recall, objectivity of assessments, educational enjoyment, and
accessibility to educational experiences. These educational
advantages can be attributed to the immersive nature of XR
experiences as well as the portable, wearable, and relatively
inexpensive nature of newer XR devices.

Overview of XR Technology
In simplified terms, XR experiences are made possible through the
marriage of XR software with specialized hardware including, but
not limited to, head-mounted displays (HMDs), sensors, andmotion
controllers. Software that is, designed for XR creates interactive
virtual elements and VEs, and interfaces with XR hardware. The
hardware delivers immersive experiences to the user via stereoscopic
3D displays, motion tracking, haptic feedback, and natural human-
based user-interfaces (UIs). Current VRHMDs now include organic
light emitting diode (OLED) displays allowing for excellent response
times (screen refresh rates), color quality, field of view (FOV), and
image resolution in a lightweight package (Kourtesis et al., 2019).
This enables VR users to view virtual objects in full stereoscopic 3D

mimicking the binocular vision through which they see the real
world. Current high-end AR HMDs, like the Microsoft Hololens 2,
exist as wearable devices with holographic see-through displays, 3D
environment mapping, as well as eye, and hand tracking all powered
by a specialized processing unit (Liu et al., 2018; O’Connor et al.,
2019). These features enable gesture-based and look-based UIs and
allow for context-based placing of virtual elements on the user’s view
of the real world (Liu et al., 2018; O’Connor et al., 2019).

Motion tracking of the user during XR experiences allows for
natural human movements and gestures to be captured and
converted into interactions in the VE. Sensors situated either
outside or inside of the wearable XR hardware (HMDs, motion
controllers, body trackers, haptic suits, etc.) precisely tracks the
user’s body positions and movements within the real-world play
area. XR software then converts these positions and movements
into actions for the avatar (a virtual representation of the user) in
the VE. In the modern generations of VR devices, motion
tracking has been accomplished via either outside-in tracking,
i.e. sensors external to the user and HMD detect user movement
and position, or more recently inside-out tracking, i.e. sensors
built-into the HMD detect user movement and position
(Kourtesis et al., 2019; Zweifach and Triola, 2019; Kourtesis
et al., 2020). Both forms of tracking allow the user to walk
within the play area, which is defined at the start of the VR
session, while virtual locomotion such as teleportation allows the
user’s avatar to move beyond the initial confines of the play area
(Kourtesis et al., 2019). Modern VR headsets typically capture the
position and motion of a user by tracking their HMD as well as a
pair of handheld motion controllers to 6 degrees of freedom (6
DoF), allowing the XR software to provide users with
proprioception and a sense of presence in the VE (Kourtesis
et al., 2019). These motion controllers make human-computer
interaction in XR much more natural than traditional computer
interaction with mouse and keyboard as users can physically
reach out with their hands and interact with virtual objects using
the motion controllers (Kourtesis et al., 2019).

FIGURE 1 | The XR Continuum shows a progression from an entirely real environment to an entirely virtual environment with various XR devices facilitating
movement along the continuum.
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Haptic feedback, using force and tactile sensing and output,
further immerses the user and allows them to feel resistance and
texture from virtual elements (Coles et al., 2011). Most
commercially available XR devices solely provide haptic
feedback in the form of handheld controller vibration, but
there are many devices in development such as haptic gloves
and suits that provide greater degree of haptic feedback to the
user (Coles et al., 2011; Kourtesis et al., 2019). Handheld motion
controllers and newer hand/finger tracking allow users to
conduct natural gestures and movements to interact with the
VE, thus increasing the ergonomic nature of XR and deepening
immersion (Coles et al., 2011; Hudson et al., 2019; Kourtesis
et al., 2019; Aseeri and Interrante, 2021). Audiovisual (AV)
output includes headphones and microphones built into HMDs
allowing for 3D spatial sound, further immersing the user in the
VE and also enabling social interactions with others connected
to the same VE (Yarramreddy et al., 2018; Aseeri and Interrante,
2021).

Motion tracking and haptics as well as AV output from the
HMD lets the user have immersive, social, and meaningful
interactions in XR, all of which facilitate the dynamic delivery
of information to aid active learning in medical education
(Yarramreddy et al., 2018; Alfalah et al., 2019; Hudson et al.,
2019; Aseeri and Interrante, 2021). To work as described above,
XR devices must have sufficient computational power, and the
(onboard or external) processor, graphics card, sound card, and

operating system must be optimized for each XR experience
(Kourtesis et al., 2019).

Recent Developments and Educational
Benefits of XR
In 2015 and 2016, building off advances made in smartphone
technology, multiple companies released the modern
generation of commercial VR and AR devices (Kourtesis
et al., 2019). Early iterations of modern VR devices initially
consisted of an external personal computer (PC) with
sufficient processing power, a connected HMD for 3D
stereoscopic display and head-tracking, some form of
gamepad or handheld motion controllers for user input and
motion tracking, and an array of external sensors also
connected to the PC to triangulate the user’s positions and
movements within the VE and their designated play area
(Kourtesis et al., 2019; Zweifach and Triola, 2019; Kourtesis
et al., 2020). This configuration is referred to as tethered-VR
with outside-in tracking (bottom left in Figure 2.) and is now
one of many possible XR HMD configurations (Figure 2).
While this arrangement for VR was common in 2016, it
necessitated an expensive external gaming PC, significant
technological competency on the part of the user, and often
resulted in prolonged setup time. The axes of Figure 2 can be
understood from an educational standpoint as follows:

FIGURE 2 | (A) the Oculus Rift and (B) the HTC Vive headsets are both tethered and externally-tracked VR headsets from 2016 (C) and (D) are two different
variations of the HTC Vive Cosmos Headset that can be configured to have either external tracking and be untethered via a wireless adaptor or have inside-out tracking
and be tethered to a PC (E) the Oculus Rift S, which features inside-out tracking and is PC tethered (F) simple phone VR devices such as the Google Cardboard, which
requires no external trackers and uses the on-board smartphone as the processor and motion sensor (G) the Microsoft HoloLens AR headset, which features an
on-board processor and inside-out tracking (H) the Oculus Quest 2, which represents the newest HMD configuration: standalone or untethered VR with inside-out
tracking.
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freedom of user movement increasing as one moves up and
decreasing downward, visual clarity and processing power
increasing as one moves down and decreasing upward,
tracking fidelity increasing as one moves left and decreasing
to the right, and ease-of-setup increasing as one moves to the
right and decreasing to the left. Early high-end AR devices,
such as the Magic Leap 1 and Microsoft HoloLens (Figure 2G),
were also prohibitively expensive for most individual creators
and many instead opted to use lower-end smartphone-based
AR applications (Zweifach and Triola, 2019).

Commercial XR technologies have advanced quickly and
now exist in more portable, accessible, inexpensive, and user-
friendly forms (Kourtesis et al., 2019). For example, the Oculus
Quest 2 (seen on the top right corner of the axes in Figure 2)
represents the most compact, versatile, and cost-effective VR
headset currently on the market; a standalone VR device that
sells for $299 and has full motion-tracking without needing an
external PC or sensors. Newer VR HMDs often have cameras
as well as infrared and other sensors built-in to enable inside-
out tracking. Since their debut, software developers have
flocked to the growing XR development space and,
consequently, there are now many thriving online
marketplaces for XR games and experiences created by both
independent developers and large software studios
(Yarramreddy et al., 2018). Thanks to these innovations,
medical training using XR and simulation has received even
more attention and mainstream support.

There are many benefits of using XR in medical education
and a growing number of studies are published each year
supporting XR as an educational tool. Advances in AV output,
motion tracking, and haptics have improved XR’s ability to
approximate real-world medical procedures and practices
(Coles et al., 2011; Moro et al., 2017; Kourtesis et al., 2019).
Spatial visualization of information in XR has been
demonstrated to potentially increase memory recall (Krokos
et al., 2018). Research has shown that XR can improve
understanding of complex 3D structures and increase
educational enjoyment and satisfaction with the learning
experience in XR compared to other methods (Alfalah et al.,
2019). The increased interactivity afforded by XR also works to
further deepen learner immersion and satisfaction with the
virtual experience, aiding in active learning and increasing
learner motivation (Hariri et al., 2004; Stepan et al., 2017;
Hudson et al., 2019). Due to the virtual nature of XR,
educational experiences can be practiced repeatedly and
learners can be objectively assessed through the virtual
platform (Dubin et al., 2017; Bond et al., 2019; Maicher
et al., 2019; Pottle, 2019). Thanks to their portable and
relatively inexpensive form, new commercial XR devices can
also increase accessibility to educational experiences outside of
the classroom (Moro et al., 2017; Kourtesis et al., 2019). The
COVID-19 pandemic has further stressed the importance of
embracing virtual learning tools such as XR that enable
continued learning off-campus (Franchi, 2020; Iwanaga
et al., 2020; Pather et al., 2020; Bond and Franchi, 2021).
We envision a post-COVID world in which virtual simulation
will firmly secure its place in medical education. In this review,

we explore the current state of the field of medical simulation
and its use in anatomy, clinical communication, and procedure
training while laying out a vision for the next generation of
medical education utilizing XR devices.

Search Strategy
In writing this review, papers on XR in education were consulted
from a variety of medical and technological journals. PubMed
was broadly used to query medical literature, with search terms
including “virtual reality” AND “medical education” amongst
others. IEEE Xplore was used to query technological
literature published by the Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers and its publishing partners using similar
search terms as above. References were chosen based on their
relevance, findings, and contemporaneity–as many new
applications of XR in medical education and XR innovations
occurred within the past decade.

XR APPLICATIONS FOR GROSS ANATOMY
EDUCATION

Medical gross anatomy curriculum is a key component of
preclinical education in medical school, and cadaveric
dissection has traditionally been utilized to teach gross
anatomy (Ghosh, 2017; Moro et al., 2017; Houser and
Kondrashov, 2018; Franchi, 2020). This is because cadaver
dissection allows students to directly observe the complex 3D
spatial relationships between organs and structures that is,
needed to master human anatomy (Ghosh, 2017; Javan et al.,
2020). Over the past 2 decades, medical schools around the
world have steadily decreased contact hours in cadaver
dissection laboratories (Ramsey-Stewart et al., 2010; Drake
et al., 2014; McBride and Drake, 2018). There are several
factors contributing to this trend, discussion of which is
beyond the scope of this review. Although most medical
schools still use cadaver dissection as a part of their
anatomy curriculum (Ghosh, 2017; McBride and Drake,
2018), the resulting decrease in learning time has forced
curriculum directors to consider new ways to teach
anatomy to medical students (Moro et al., 2017). There is
an ongoing debate over the role of new technologies in
anatomy education (Ramsey-Stewart et al., 2010; Ghosh,
2017; Wilson et al., 2018), with new learning techniques
being compared against the gold-standard of textbook
lessons and cadaver dissection. Recent studies and meta-
analyses suggest that there is no difference in short term
learning outcomes between anatomy curriculums teaching
primarily through cadaver dissections and those that utilize
other techniques, and that XR anatomy modules may be at
least as effective as traditional cadaver-based or textbook
anatomy lessons (Hariri et al., 2004; Moro et al., 2017;
Stepan et al., 2017; Wilson et al., 2018). While this may not
be a strong argument for XR to completely replace
conventional anatomy education, the technology has been
shown to increase student engagement, enjoyment,
motivation, and memory recall (Hariri et al., 2004; Moro
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et al., 2017; Stepan et al., 2017; Krokos et al., 2018; Erolin et al.,
2019) suggesting it would be beneficial to adopt XR alongside
traditional methods.

Several medical schools and affiliated hospitals have embraced
this vision of the future and are using different XR tools or
simulators to supplement their anatomy curricula (Erolin et al.,
2019; Zweifach and Triola, 2019). Some are using purchasable XR
devices and software while others have partnered with technology
companies to design and pilot XR education programs specific to
their institutions (Zweifach and Triola, 2019). There are now
many different modalities for anatomy education ranging from
cadaver dissection labs to smartphone apps, 3D reconstructions
of medical images, and full XR anatomy visualizations, each with
their own advantages and disadvantages as summarized in
Table 1.

As seen in Table 1, the upfront costs of investing in XR
solutions are still cheaper than the price of one cadaver, which
can range from $3,000 to $10,000 (Grow and Shiffman, 2017),
again suggesting that XR technologies could be a cost-effective
adjunct to cadaver dissection programs. Additionally, many
computer-based or smartphone/tablet-based XR platforms
enable student learning outside of traditional classroom
settings or laboratory environments (Erolin et al., 2019;
Zweifach and Triola, 2019) This ability proved to be
especially important during the COVID-19 pandemic when
many medical schools and hospitals were forced to restrict
access to their physical learning spaces including cadaver
laboratories or were no longer able to accept cadavers due to
infection concerns early in the pandemic (Alsoufi et al., 2020;
Franchi, 2020; Iwanaga et al., 2020; Ooi and Ooi, 2020; Pather

TABLE 1 | A comparison of various different modalities for anatomy education.

Learning
platform

Cadaver-based
learning

Acland’s video
atlas of

human anatomy

VisibleBody human
anatomy atlas

BodyViz anatomy 3D-organon anatomy

Cost $3,000-10,000/cadaver $100/year personal use $25/device personal use $6,000–$18,000 depending
on license and level of service

$0/year–$2,000/year
depending on license and
level of service

Institutional licenses and
add-ons also available

Institutional licenses and
add-ons also available

Format Direct visual and tactile
examination of human body
anatomy

Narrated videos of
prosections

3D viewer on PC, tablet,
and smartphone, AR
viewers on smartphone
and tablet

3D viewer on PC and iPad 3D viewer on PC, tablet,
smartphone, VR-headset
version available

Re-cyclability
and Re-use

1 full dissection/prosection
per cadaver

Unlimited Unlimited Based on the library of 3D files
or DICOM studies available

Unlimited

Remote
Viewing
Capabilities

Limited by video capabilities
of cadaver-labs and rules/
regulations concerning
videos of cadaver donors

Via smartphone, tablet, PC
with internet access

Via smartphone, tablet, PC With purchase of BodyViz
Sync package. Limited 3D
models available through free
iPad app

Via smartphone, tablet, PC

Evaluation
and Pros/
Cons

Anatomical learning directly
from interacting with the
human body

Detailed and well-staged
video recordings of cadaver
prosections

Detailed and labeled 3D
renderings of human
anatomy based on an
anatomical atlas. Includes
animations of human
movements, cross-
sectional anatomy, 3D
simulation of virtual
cadavers, AR via
smartphone/tablet screen

3D renderings of human
anatomy based onMRI and CT
scans. Includes ability to label
structures and can synch
labeled datasets to iPad app
for remote viewing

Detailed and labeled 3D
renderings of human
anatomy based on an
anatomical atlas. Includes
animations of human
movements, cross-
sectional anatomy, 3D
simulation of virtual
cadavers, VR via HMD

Pros: can appreciate
individual variations in
anatomy. Develops a good
understanding of the 3D
spatial relationship of viscera
as well as fat and tissue
layers surrounding major
organs. Learn directly from
skilled anatomists and learn
dissection techniques

Pros: Can get a sense of the
spatial relationship of viscera
as well as fat and tissue
layers surrounding major
organs in a virtual format.
Can watch and learn from
anywhere with internet
access

Pros: Smartphone/tablet
AR capabilities. Can view
anatomy from any angle.
Can be viewed on multiple
platforms. Portable.
Cheap. Detailed labels and
information

Pros: Can view real human
anatomy in virtual 3D. Can view
cross-sectional anatomy from
any angle. Multiple input
devices (touch screen, mouse/
keyboard, game controller)

Pros: VR version allows for
true 3D viewing of 3D
anatomy. Can view
anatomy from any angle.
Can be viewed on multiple
platforms. Portable.
Cheap. Detailed labels and
information

Cons: Fixed cadaver tissue
not representative of live
tissue. Each cadaver can
only be used once.
Cadavers can be expensive
or hard to attain

Cons: Viewing 3D objects on
a 2D screen. Watching on a
2D platform doesn’t allow for
in-depth 3D understanding.
Cannot change view or
analyze anatomy on your
own from angles not
provided in the videos

Cons: Viewing 3D objects
on a 2D screen. No
appreciation of patient-
specific anatomical
variations

Cons: Remote viewing limited
to PC with software installed
and iPad sync option.
Datasets have to be manually
labeled by user/teacher. The
quality of 3D models depends
on the quality of medical-
imaging. Viewing 3D objects
on a 2D screen

Cons: HMD cost/setup
may be challenging for
large scale deployment
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et al., 2020; Theoret and Ming, 2020). Those institutions that
had the foresight to invest in XR and other anatomy education
tools with online capabilities were better able to adjust to virtual
learning environments forced by the pandemic (Erolin et al.,
2019; Franchi, 2020; Iwanaga et al., 2020; Pather et al., 2020;
Bond and Franchi, 2021). Instead of suspending interactive
anatomy education until social distancing practices and
COVID-19 vaccines allowed schools to reopen cadaver
laboratories, these institutions were able to shift curriculum
focus from a host of education methods (including cadaver labs)
to those that enabled online interactive education (Iwanaga
et al., 2020; Pather et al., 2020; Bond and Franchi, 2021).
Medical students and other trainees at these institutions were
better able to continue learning without major disruptions and
could explore anatomy through a variety of educational
techniques (including video recordings of cadaver dissections
and prosections, as well as 3D platforms and XR), thereby
deepening their understanding and appreciation of anatomy
(Franchi, 2020).

These tools can also be used to help doctors in training learn
and master anatomy throughout their careers. Beyond medical
school, XR and surgical simulators have been shown to aid in pre-
surgical planning and in solidifying detailed anatomy knowledge
for surgical residents and junior surgeons (Hariri et al., 2004;
Stepan et al., 2017; Alfalah et al., 2019; Tai et al., 2020a; Javan
et al., 2020; Jean et al., 2021). Technology enabling patient-
specific volumetric 3D reconstructions of medical imaging
(Advanced 3D Visualization and Volume Modeling, RRID:
SCR_007353) allows for detailed study (via computer screen
or XR HMD) of patient-specific variations in anatomy,
thereby enhancing preoperative planning, and refining surgical
approaches leading to improved safety for procedures in high-risk
locations (e.g., neurosurgery, cardiac surgery, etc.). As surgical
trainees require deeper knowledge of anatomy in their area of

specialization, these 3D reconstructions and XR simulators have
been shown to help further deepen this knowledge without
endangering the patient (Hariri et al., 2004; Stepan et al., 2017;
Tai et al., 2020b; Javan et al., 2020). For surgical trainees, these
tools are invaluable to developing a 3D mental map of their
practice-specific anatomy and can help give them further comfort
in planning and executing procedures (Figure 3).

Currently, while there is limited published evidence of a
substantial benefit to using XR for anatomy education, many
studies have shown equivalent educational effectiveness to
traditional methods as well as increased student enjoyment,
engagement, and motivation (Hariri et al., 2004; Moro et al.,
2017; Stepan et al., 2017; Krokos et al., 2018; Wilson et al., 2018;
Erolin et al., 2019). These findings combined with the potential
for remote learning and mastery of anatomy concepts using XR
make it an engaging and versatile tool for anatomy education. We
anticipate further studies will continue to prove the effectiveness
of XR in anatomy education and will add to the growing body of
evidence to solidify this technology as an essential component of
the future of medical education.

XR APPLICATIONS FOR COMMUNICATION
AND EMPATHY TRAINING

Simulation and XR technology are also being deployed to help
medical trainees develop clinical communication skills. It is
widely accepted that competent verbal and non-verbal
communication skills are essential to the successful practice of
medicine free from poor outcomes and low patient satisfaction
(Epstein et al., 2005; Courteille et al., 2014). Communication and
empathy are crucial to history-taking, conducting a physical
examination, and arriving at accurate diagnoses. These soft
skills have traditionally been taught and practiced via

FIGURE 3 | A neurosurgical resident uses the Surgical Theater 360°VR (Surgical Theater, Cleveland, OH) visualization software and an early Oculus DK2 HMD
(Facebook, Menlo Park, CA) to examine patient-specific anatomy and plan the optimal surgical approach to a cerebral aneurysm. Used with permission.
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standardized patients (SPs), actors or instructors trained to
behave like a patient under examination, and eventually via
real patients (Keifenheim et al., 2015; Uchida et al., 2019).
However, it can be resource and time-intensive to staff and
train SPs and difficult to ensure consistency in SP instruction
(Maicher et al., 2017). Additionally, students often have limited
class time to practice with SPs (Keifenheim et al., 2015; Maicher
et al., 2017; Uchida et al., 2019). To address these concerns, virtual
standardized patients (VSPs) were designed to respond to
students’ queries during a practice interview or examination in
a standardized manner, allowing for controlled repeatable
practice, and assessment of student communication and
examination skills in a low-risk environment (Courteille et al.,
2014; Guetterman et al., 2019; Pottle, 2019). In recent years,
artificial intelligence (AI) as well as speech-to-text technology, has
advanced dramatically to allow for accurate VSP natural language
processing via different UIs including, text, speech, and AV
(Guetterman et al., 2019; Maicher et al., 2017; McGrath et al.,
2018). Recent XR innovations in motion tracking allow for
natural human movements in the VE that help students
practice body language and other nonverbal communication
techniques (Kourtesis et al., 2020; Aseeri and Interrante, 2021).
Innovative medical schools and affiliated hospitals are using a
variety of VSP platforms constructed in-house or using
proprietary technology developed with industry partners
(Maicher et al., 2017; McGrath et al., 2018; Bond et al., 2019;
Guetterman et al., 2019) (Figure 4).

Research has shown that regular practice with VSPs can
improve medical student proficiency in empathetic
communication, discussing sensitive health information, and
conflict resolution (Courteille et al., 2014; Kron et al., 2017;
Fertleman et al., 2018). Several studies have demonstrated that
different VSP platforms are effective in testing student ability to
come up with correct differential diagnoses based on a VSP

presentation, with about 80% of learners choosing the correct
primary and secondary possible diagnoses (Maicher et al., 2017;
Bond et al., 2019). VSP simulators with XR UIs can realistically
test the clinical reasoning and decision-making skills of nursing
and medical students in response to emergency scenarios such
as anaphylactic shock, heart attack, and cardiac arrest without
putting patients or students at risk (McGrath et al., 2018; Hauze
et al., 2019; Pottle, 2019; Rushton et al., 2020). A study
comparing varying degrees of immersion amongst these
clinical simulators found that more immersive VSP
interactions resulted in higher levels of nursing student
competency and confidence in the completion of high-risk
clinical tasks as compared to mannequin-based clinical skills
assessment (Rushton et al., 2020).

Aside from testing diagnostic and crisis-response skills,
another advantage of VSP platforms is the built-in objective
assessment of student communication and diagnostic skills
based on learner responses in the VE. Studies have compared
the automated grading ability of VSP platforms to traditional
grading by a human instructor and found them to be largely
equivalent in accuracy of feedback, and superior in speed of
feedback due to the electronic nature of the platforms (Bond et al.,
2019;Maicher et al., 2019). Additionally, the virtual nature of VSP
platforms allow for repeatable practice with variable scenarios
outside of the confines of SP availability and classroom space
(Pottle, 2019). These features of VSP platforms could allow
students to practice more often and receive quantitative
feedback quickly to guide further honing of their
communication skills. The COVID-19 pandemic forced many
schools to resort to virtual video-based lessons with SPs (Alsoufi
et al., 2020; Theoret and Ming, 2020), again demonstrating the
need for students to be able to practice communication and
empathy in virtual learning environments. As XR, AI, and
speech-to-text technology inevitably improve, VSPs will

FIGURE 4 | A trainee uses the Acadicus VR platform (Acadicus, Arch Virtual, Madison, Wisconsin) to assess a VSP. The trainee avatar (a representation of the user
in the VE) can be seen as the floating head and hands in the center of the image.
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approach SPs in terms of educational effectiveness and
availability in medical programs. Some subtleties of interacting
with a real human (actor or patient) may never be fully mimicked
by simulation, however, VSP platforms have demonstrated their
utility in terms of accurate and immediate feedback, repeatability,
and virtual access, solidifying them as an essential component of
medical education of the future.

XR APPLICATIONS FOR SURGICAL
SIMULATION AND PROCEDURE TRAINING

Simulation as an electromechanical technology first arose in 1929
to train airplane pilots for their high-risk profession in a low-risk
environment (Yanagawa et al., 2019; Zweifach and Triola, 2019).
Similarly, the field of surgery relies on the accurate and precise
performance of procedures under pressure with little room for
error (Vozenilek et al., 2004). However, unlike pilot training,
there is a lack of opportunities for equivalent practice of surgical
skills in low-risk settings. Clinical procedure and surgical skills
training have traditionally been conducted under the adage “see
one, do one, teach one” in which complex skills are learned via
limited observation and practice on live patients (Vozenilek et al.,
2004; Dubin et al., 2017; Yanagawa et al., 2019; Zweifach and
Triola, 2019). In medical systems around the world, an increasing
emphasis on patient safety, restrictions on resident work hours,
and cost-saving measures in hospitals have further reduced the
opportunities for traditional practice for surgical trainees
(Vozenilek et al., 2004; Dubin et al., 2017; Yanagawa et al.,
2019; Zweifach and Triola, 2019). XR technology is uniquely
positioned to help fill these needs in surgical training (Pottle,
2019). Recent advancements in XR technology that allows for
motion-tracking of HMDs and hand controllers as well as finger
and hand tracking help bring a degree of realism to attempted
simulations of surgical procedures and can provide a cheaper
alternative to expensive surgical simulators (Coles et al., 2011;
Hudson et al., 2019; Kourtesis et al., 2019). Combined with the
ubiquity of smartphones and the increased prevalence of AR,
simulations that were once entirely virtual or entirely physical can
now incorporate elements of both (Tang et al., 2019; UpSurgeOn,
2021). Importantly, practice on virtual trainers poses no risk to
patients and can in some cases be conducted remotely on a
trainee’s own time, reducing the amount a trainee needs to
practice on live patients (Coles et al., 2011; Franzeck et al., 2012).

XR surgical simulators are still in their infancy and various
groups have reported on their initial experiences. These
pioneering studies demonstrate the need to further optimize
XR simulators into an effective educational modality that
allows trainees to enhance their technical skills efficiently
(Seymour et al., 2002; Vargas et al., 2017; Nicolosi et al., 2018;
Bracq et al., 2019; Guedes et al., 2019; Khan et al., 2019). Before
the current era of consumer-ready XR devices, Seymour et al.
demonstrated through a randomized double-blinded study that
VR-trained surgical residents had significantly fewer mistakes
and faster procedure time when performing a laparoscopic
cholecystectomy compared to a similar group of surgical
residents trained via traditional methods (Seymour et al.,

2002). This early study is especially relevant now as minimally
invasive surgery (MIS) via laparoscopic or robotic instruments
and XR surgical simulators are being used more often in surgical
practice and training. A Swiss study conducted a decade later with
more advanced laparoscopic simulators found that although
there was no difference in performance times between
simulator-trained and patient-trained residents, with
simulator-trained residents requiring significantly less practice
on live patients in the operating room to achieve this (Franzeck
et al., 2012), thus improving patient safety. A promising recent
study of the use of XR simulation in MIS training from Brazil
found that VR simulator training resulted in superior trainee
performance scores and completion times compared to standard
training using laparoscopic instruments (Guedes et al., 2019).
Due to the mechanical nature of laparoscopic tools, they can be
more accurately simulated via XR haptic feedback devices (Coles
et al., 2011).

A newer tool in MIS is the surgical robot. Vargas et al.
evaluated the ability of robotic surgical simulators (VR
training devices for robotic surgery platforms) to improve
trainee proficiency at robotic surgery (Vargas et al., 2017).
Their study analyzed medical student performance of a robotic
cystotomy repair on a live porcine model with or without prior
training on the da Vinci® Skills Simulator (DVSS). While the
results did not show a significantly superior effect of simulation
training on robotic performance, the authors hypothesize that a
more targeted training curriculum or a better definition of
surgical proficiency would yield more telling results (Vargas
et al., 2017). As many surgeries become more instrument-
based, further research is needed to examine the ways in
which surgical trainees master these complicated new MIS
tools via traditional simulators as well as XR trainers.

XR simulators have been utilized to not only enhance surgical
skills but also to hone procedural skills. Bracq et al. aimed to
utilize VR simulators to train scrub nurses as they prepare the
instrumentation table prior to a craniotomy in the operating
room (Bracq et al., 2019). Their results showed no difference in
performance between those familiar with operating room (OR)
procedures and those with no prior OR experience, indicating the
feasibility, and reliability of VR simulators to bring novices up to
speed with experts. The study noted that participants particularly
appreciated the pedagogical interest, fun, and realism of the VR
simulator, demonstrating the potential of XR simulators in
procedural skills training for healthcare workers (Bracq et al.,
2019). Encouragingly, recent meta-analyses have also supported
the use of XR simulators for practicing procedural skills. Khan
et al. performed a Cochrane review and meta-analysis
investigating virtual reality simulation training in endoscopy
(Khan et al., 2019). The aim was to investigate whether VR
simulation could supplement conventional patient-based
endoscopic training for healthcare providers in training with
minimal prior experience. The results of their meta-analysis
suggest that compared to no training at all, VR simulation
training does offer advantages and can potentially supplement
traditional endoscopic training (Khan et al., 2019).

Another potential advantage of virtual surgical and procedural
simulators is, like VSP simulators, they can provide immediate
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objective feedback to learners following a training session. Dubin
et al. compared automated feedback from VR robotic surgical
simulators to feedback given by human reviewers via a
standardized assessment rubric and found the scores to be
statistically equivalent (Dubin et al., 2017). This and other
findings support the further use of simulators in surgical skills
training and assessment, especially in busy healthcare settings
where regular human mentor assessment of trainee skill may not
be possible (Dubin et al., 2017; Pottle, 2019).

Although the use of XR simulation in surgical training is
increasing, numerous issues need to be solved before these
technologies are widely adopted. Accurate haptics remains an
issue as the various XR hand-controllers cannot yet replicate the
minute tactile techniques and sensations required to be proficient
in surgery (Coles et al., 2011; McGrath et al., 2018; Goh and
Sandars, 2020). As mentioned earlier, while trainee practice scores
may have shown improvement, major improvements in surgical
outcomes have yet to be demonstrated from prior XR or simulator
training (Vargas et al., 2017; Yanagawa et al., 2019). These issues are
significant yet far from insurmountable, and these hurdles will be
overcome as the need for robust and safe surgical training increases
and as XR technology inevitably advances.

DISCUSSION

In this review, we have elaborated on the current use of XR and
simulation technologies in medical education. While we
highlighted the advantages of adopting XR and simulation in
anatomy, empathetic communication, and procedural training,
there are manymore areas of medical education that could benefit
from these rapidly evolving technologies. These include
biochemistry, embryology, pathology, radiology (Javan et al.,
2020), practicing teamwork, learning hospital layout, and
promoting physician self-awareness and behavior change
(Fertleman et al., 2018) amongst many others. Any medical
field that deals with understanding 3D spatial information, or
requires learning by doing could potentially benefit from
education using XR and simulation.

Challenges and Research Gaps
Despite the enormous potential afforded by XR technology,
utilization of this tool in medical education is accompanied by
certain obstacles. In spite of recent advances, technological issues
exist in XR haptics, AV output, and motion tracking that need to
be resolved to reduce the potential for cybersickness and
maximize the utility of XR in medical education.

Tracking and haptic feedback are still not perfect resulting in
variable accuracy of virtual interactions (Coles et al., 2011;
Kourtesis et al., 2019; Kourtesis et al., 2020). In medical
simulation, especially of surgical and procedural tasks, accurate,
and precise haptic feedback is of the utmost importance to ensure
proper trainee education (Basdogan et al., 2001; Coles et al., 2011).
However, realistically simulating these minute haptic details is very
computationally intensive and currently relies on numerous
simplifications and assumptions in the computer modeling of
these interactions (Basdogan et al., 2001; Kourtesis et al., 2019;

Kourtesis et al., 2020). Additionally, there are currently very few
practical haptic devices that provide tactile feedback and allow the
user to experience the sense of touch when they interact with
virtual objects (Coles et al., 2011; McGrath et al., 2018). As a result,
current XR haptic input and feedback devices are still not accurate
or precise enough to simulate intricate medical procedures
realistically. Newer XR devices are examining hand and finger
tracking as a solution to these bulky controllers, but while hand-
tracking may allow for more precise movements it does not give
the user the tactile feedback necessary for realistic practice of many
medical procedures. Exciting new solutions are combining XR
visualizations with traditional physical simulators (UpSurgeOn,
2021) to overcome the current limitations in haptics.

Cybersickness is a critical issue that affects many XR users. It is
due to a discrepancy between the user’s visual and vestibular
sensory systems (i.e., XR visual input tells the user they are
moving, while the user’s brain and inner ear tell them they are
stationary), caused by low quality of AV output, motion tracking,
virtual locomotion, and virtual interactions (Moro et al., 2017;
Weech et al., 2018; Kourtesis et al., 2019; Weech et al., 2019;
Kourtesis et al., 2020; Yildirim, 2020). Cybersickness can induce
nausea, disorientation, instability, dizziness, fatigue, and can
reduce reaction time, significantly detracting from a user’s
ability to learn from and participate in XR experiences
(Nalivaiko et al., 2015; Kourtesis et al., 2019; Kourtesis et al.,
2020). To prevent cybersickness, the XR experience must mimic
the interactivity and fidelity of real-life interactions as closely as
possible (Kourtesis et al., 2019; Weech et al., 2019; Kourtesis et al.,
2020). This relies on both hardware and software to achieve
optimal display resolution, refresh rate, FOV, and motion
tracking. Motion tracking fidelity depends on the type and
layout of XR sensors used to detect the user and must be
optimized to be low latency and track the user within the
entire play area to avoid cybersickness (Kourtesis et al., 2019).
Virtual locomotion is a necessary component of modern XR
experiences that are often conducted in confined play areas. The
majority of current XR locomotion consists of walking within the
play area until reaching the physical boundary, at which point the
user must use their handheld controller to teleport to a new area
of the VE. Teleportation as a form of virtual locomotion
combined with walking was found to alleviate cybersickness
(Kourtesis et al., 2019; Kourtesis et al., 2020). Examinations of
the 2016 generation of consumer-grade VR HMDs have shown
that even with the increased graphical resolution and refresh rate
of modern headsets, cybersickness is still experienced (Yildirim,
2020). While this is clearly an issue that has to be resolved for XR
to be adopted en-masse, there is little published data on the
overall prevalence of cybersickness amongst XR users and
conflicting theories on which demographic factors (age, sex,
prior gaming/XR experience, etc.) predispose one to
experiencing cybersickness (Kourtesis et al., 2019; Yildirim,
2020). New research is attempting to predict user susceptibility
to cybersickness prior to XR exposure; the results are promising
yet as of now cannot be feasibly applied in regular XR use sessions
(Weech et al., 2018). If XR is to be adopted on a large scale in
medical education, further examination is needed to understand
overall prevalence of cybersickness and how to prevent its effects.
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For institutions or education programs looking to invest in
XR, the most salient barriers to XR technology include
implementation time and cost, faculty resistance to change,
and lack of conclusive evidence of educational superiority
(Zweifach and Triola, 2019). The cost of most consumer-ready
XR devices has dropped since their market debut, yet still ranges
from $300 to $900 USD per HMD (Hauze et al., 2019; Kourtesis
et al., 2019; Zweifach and Triola, 2019). Funding difficulties may
restrict institutions from acquiring enough of these devices to
equitably distribute to enough of their students (Kourtesis et al.,
2019; Zweifach and Triola, 2019). Even if funding is not an issue,
set up and technological literacy challenges may prevent
widescale adoption of XR tools. XR HMDs that are both
tethered and outside-in tracked, like those seen on the bottom
left corner of Figure 2, need to be attached to a powerful PC and
used in a designated area free from obstacles and hazards
(Kourtesis et al., 2019). There is often significant set-up time
and troubleshooting required for these HMDs, which may
decrease their regular usage in settings without sufficient
technical support. XR devices with outside-in tracking, like
those seen on the left side of Figure 2, require external
sensors to be calibrated each time the XR experience is
started. While not excessively difficult, the increased setup
time may dissuade regular use at an educational institution,
especially without assigned technical support. Additionally, the
required external gaming PCs for these high-end tethered XR
devices can often cost thousands of dollars with technical support
and upkeep often required (Kourtesis et al., 2019; Zweifach and
Triola, 2019; Kourtesis et al., 2020). Although newer XR devices
are trending towards cheaper and easier-to-use standalone
HMDs without the need for external trackers or PCs, as seen
in the top right corner of Figure 2, currently available standalone
headsets have relatively low processing power and cannot run
very high-intensity software on their own (Kourtesis et al., 2019).

All these technological challenges can be exacerbated by
faculty resistance to curriculum modification. Faculty not
already familiar with XR technologies may be resistant to
adopt these new educational tools as conclusive data on their
effectiveness is not yet widely agreed upon (Zweifach and Triola,
2019). Medical innovation is in a constant battle against the very
appropriate and real need to maintain quality standards in
medical practice. So as not to endanger patients, the global
medical establishment must balance the need to keep up with
the pace of technological advancement with the need for data on
efficacy, safety, and outcomes on each new medical innovation
(Dixon-Woods et al., 2011). Additionally, medical professionals
spend decades learning and perfecting knowledge that was often
only up-to-date much earlier during their instructors’ training
and practice; these same individuals may be resistant to changes
in thought and modern innovations once they are established
enough to have a role in curriculum decisions. Medical educators
and practitioners often fall into different categories on the
innovation curve popularized by Everett Rogers: innovators,
early adopters, early majority adopters, late majority adopters,
and laggards (Rogers, 2003). Late majority adopters and laggards
are resistant to adopting new technology until it is widely used
and available, and these different schools of thought can

significantly affect the rate at which XR and other innovations
are accepted (Rogers, 2003). Professional groups and societies
overseeing different medical disciplines paradoxically can often
stifle innovation and interdisciplinary collaboration needed to
bring about lasting change (Dixon-Woods et al., 2011). XR also
faces a unique challenge to being adopted in medical education
and practice as it may come off as a consumer fad. While there is
intuitive appeal to XR use, there is limited conclusive evidence to
its efficacy in mitigating patient harm: either through XR training
improving outcomes, or XR training reducing nonessential
practice on patients and resulting in equivalent or superior
student competency (Vozenilek et al., 2004). This is very
difficult to prove, and studies must be planned carefully to
reduce confounding variables and show direct benefit. These
issues along with the high financial and effort investment
prevents XR and other similar innovative simulation
technologies from being adopted at many institutions (Dixon-
Woods et al., 2011).

These are all very real obstacles that cannot be ignored when
determining how best to incorporate XR tools into a medical
education program.

Promising New Developments
Despite these challenges, the latest generation of commercial XR
devices (including the Valve Index, HTC Vive Pro, Oculus Rift S,
and Oculus Quest 2) have made big strides in alleviating
cybersickness by optimizing the above parameters and
providing superior UI (Kourtesis et al., 2019; Kourtesis et al.,
2020). The newest XR devices are also substantially cheaper and
more portable than earlier iterations (Kourtesis et al., 2019). More
institutions adopting XR for medical education, will lead to more
studies and data published supporting its use, which could
combat faculty resistance to implementation. Many of the
seemingly insurmountable roadblocks to early XR adoption
are currently being diminished and with the pace of
technological advancement ever-increasing and more research
being conducted, we anticipate that in the next 5 years many of
the current barriers to adoption will have been overcome. We
hope that this review sheds light on current research efforts and
encourages future exploration that will result in more evidence-
based decisions to incorporate XR into medical training and care.
Highlighted below are a few promising applications that we
believe will garner more attention and interest in the future.

The COVID-19 pandemic has demonstrated that concepts
and skills once exclusively taught in-person can also be taught
virtually. Additionally, the past year has revealed anecdotally that
medical curriculums that had already invested in innovative
teaching methods were better equipped to adapt to the
challenging virtual educational environments forced by the
pandemic. There have yet to be studies thoroughly examining
differences in educational disruption as well as student
performance and satisfaction between institutions that had
robust XR and virtual teaching tools prior to and during
COVID and those that did not. The unprecedented,
unpredictable, and deadly nature of the pandemic made it
difficult for these sorts of studies to be conducted in real time,
and retrospective review will be necessary after the pandemic and
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its aftereffects are no longer hampering medical research. XR as a
tool in remote learning has not been studied extensively in
medicine, and studies on its impact on education during the
pandemic will help shed light on its utility in this application.

Earlier in this review we discussed the value of objective
assessments of learners using XR in both empathetic
communication and surgical training. While some research
has been done to validate these electronic assessments against
widely used and accepted assessment metrics (Dubin et al., 2017),
this is an area that needs more study. Quality and protocol
standards for XR use in different fields should be adopted by
national medical professional societies to further vet the use of XR
as an educational assessment tool (Vozenilek et al., 2004).
Increased data on XR as an automated objective assessment
tool and increased oversight and validation of its use will help
expand its use in this way.

Beyond aiding in patient-specific surgical anatomy review, 3D
reconstructions of high-quality medical scans are now being used
with XR viewers to study new surgical approaches and
population-wide differences in surgical anatomy, research that
was previously limited by the availability of cadavers at most
institutions (Tai et al., 2020b). A growing group of researchers are
conducting high-powered retrospective reviews of patient-

specific 3D models generated from large numbers of medical
scans on hospital image servers to illustrate the ability of 3D
reconstructions combined with XR visualizations to enhance the
understanding of new surgical approaches and variations in
surgical anatomy (Bendok et al., 2014; Jean et al., 2019; Tai
et al., 2020a; Donofrio et al., 2020; Jean et al., 2021; Tai et al.,
2021). The results are promising and highlight a new tool to
research and understand surgical anatomy on a larger scale.

Microsurgical skills training often relies on animal models,
cadavers or even live patients to practice techniques and
procedures. As has been discussed earlier, these resources can
be costly or unsafe to use regularly in training (Grow and Shiffman,
2017; Nicolosi et al., 2018). New XR tools are now fusing physical
and virtual training creating a safe and replicable environment for
learning complex surgical skills. The Italian company UpSurgeOn
is advancing microsurgical training in neurosurgery by combining
high-fidelity physical models of brains and skulls with
smartphone-based AR overlays (UpSurgeOn, 2021). The
physical models allow for tactile hands-on training, and even
for practicing drilling and other surgical tasks (UpSurgeOn,
2021), while the AR overlays reveal more layers of information
than the model alone could provide (Tang et al., 2019) as seen in
Figure 5. The relatively low cost of the physical models and their

FIGURE 5 | The UpSurgeOn BrainBox (UpSurgeOn, Milan, Italy) is an example of a new type of surgical simulator that fuses AR and a high-fidelity tactile physical
model into a modular tool that allows for repetitive practice and perfection of precise neurosurgical skills. Screenshots of promotional images of UpSurgeOn BrainBox.
Copyright of UpSurgeOn Srl. Used with permission.
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modular nature along with the ubiquity of smartphones makes this
a good solution for high-fidelity neurosurgical training in low-to-
middle income countries (Nicolosi et al., 2018). Additionally, the
novel combination of XR with physical simulation is an innovative
new method for teaching complex manual surgical skills that rely
on realistic haptic feedback as well as enhanced visualization,
which traditionally could only be provided via practice on
cadavers or live patients.

Recommendations and Conclusion
It can be risky to adopt new technology before it has been proven to
be effective, so we suggest using a phased approach to tailor new
educational technologies to each institution’s medical curriculum
needs. To bewidely adopted, XR anatomymodulesmust alignwith
the overall curriculum goals of the institution. A good
understanding of inter and intra departmental funding, politics,
and attitudes towards change and innovation is necessary prior to
beginning a campaign to adopt XR technology at an institution of
medical education. A 2019 review article from the NYU School of
Medicine outlines a “Provider-Centered Approach” to driving the
adoption of XR technology in medical education (Zweifach and
Triola, 2019). Based on our own experiences, the authors of this
review can corroborate this method of identifying a team of
stakeholders including faculty, physician, administrator,
technologist, and student champions to evaluate and drive
iteration of the technology as it is adopted into practice
(Zweifach and Triola, 2019). We recommend that the
stakeholder team is chosen carefully to contain as many
innovators and early adopters as possible, as defined by Everett
Roger’s innovation curve, while still ensuring that some early and
late majority adopters are on the team to temper the innovative
spirit of the team with caution and practicality. Pilot programs and
small-scale deployments using this stakeholder team could
generate data around utility and test its effectiveness in a
controlled manner before making curriculum-changing
decisions. This could in-turn help expand institutional
investment in the wider deployment of XR technology.

Concerning what type of XR devices and which XR software
programs to invest in, we recommend brainstorming with your
stakeholder team how your institution wants to use XR inmedical
education. For programs requiring high degrees of accurate
movement in the XR educational experience (i.e. simulating
emergency protocols, nursing maneuvers, surgical procedures,
etc.) we currently recommend outside-in XR devices with high
tracking accuracy as found on the bottom-left and left of Figure 2.
For XR simulation of highly detailed tasks such as fine surgical
skills and maneuvers, custom-made devices and software may be
required. For programs requiring portability and off-campus use
of XR experiences, we recommend XR devices in the top-right of

Figure 2, with the caveat that these devices may be currently
limited in terms of graphical output and processing power. These
portable and cheaper devices are a good solution for at-home
practice of concepts that require visual immersion without high-
fidelity tactile immersion, such as anatomy or protocol review.

There will be challenges and pushback from more
conservative educators, and this should be anticipated and
planned for. All decisions regarding the project should be
made by the stakeholder team, but with regular input from
each stakeholder’s wider group on the general direction of the
project, i.e. the student team member should collect feedback
from fellow students, etc. By identifying further interested
parties beyond the stakeholder team and keeping them
informed and invested, your XR pilot program can garner
more support from different areas of your institution,
eventually leading to full adoption and backing.

In summary, medical simulation and specifically eXtended
Reality technologies including Virtual and Augmented Reality are
being adopted by many healthcare institutions and will be essential
components of the post-pandemic future of medical education. As
these technologies inevitably improve and are studied further, we
anticipate more findings confirming their power to aid in medical
education. Furthermore, we urge training programs for all medical
disciplines and specialties to embrace these tools and “future-proof”
their training programs to allow for immediate objective feedback to
learners, remote training when necessary, and a more engaging and
enjoyable learning experience for students to complement existing
pedagogical methods.
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